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INTRODUCTION. Recently we showed that singular value decomposition
(SVD) (1) and generalized SVD (GSVD) (2), applied to genome-scale datasets of
yeast RNA transcription during the cell cycle (3), provide data-driven models, i.e.,
mathematical frameworks for the description of the data, where the mathematical
variables and operations may represent biological reality. The variables of SVD,
“eigengenes” and “eigenarrays,” and these of GSVD, “genelets” and “arraylets,”
appear to represent independent processes and corresponding cellular states (such
as observed genome-scale effects of cell cycle regulators and measured samples in
which these regulators are overactive), respectively. Mathematical reconstruction
of gene and array expression in a subset of eigengenes and eigenarrays, or that of
genelets and arraylets, appears to simulate experimental observation of only the
process and cellular state, respectively, that these expression patterns represent.
Now we incorporate into these models genome-scale datasets of yeast protein
binding, including nine cell cycle transcription factors (4), and four DNA
replication initiation proteins (5), across 2,928 ORFs.
METHOD. SVD and GSVD applied to yeast cell cycle expression datasets (3)
determined the expression patterns of two eigengenes and corresponding
eigenarrays (across 4,579 ORFs) (1) and six genelets and corresponding arraylets
(across 4,523 ORFs) (2), respectively, that span the SVD- and GSVD-yeast cell
cycle transcription subspaces. We map the protein binding dataset (4, 5) onto the
SVD- and GSVD-subspaces using pseudoinverse projections (6) in the
intersections of 2,139 and 2,227 ORFs, respectively, associating with each protein
binding profile cell cycle phase and amplitude. We also parallel- and antiparallelassociate each binding profile with a most probable cell cycle stage (or none

thereof) using combinatorics and assuming hypergeometric distribution (7) of the
506 and 77 ORFs, that were microarray- and traditionally-classified as cell cycleregulated (3), respectively, among all 2,928 ORFs.
RESULTS. The SVD- and GSVD- mapping of the binding profiles onto the cell
cycle transcription subspaces are consistent with the probabilistic associations by
ORF annotations (see supplemental Fig. 1 and Table 1 online). The correlations of
the binding profiles of the nine cell cycle transcription factors with stages of the
cell cycle are in agreement with the current understanding of the yeast cell cycle
program (4). The genome-scale binding profiles of ORC1, MCM3, MCM4, and
MCM7 are correlated with transcription minima during the cell cycle stage G1.
DISCUSSION. The mapping of the genome-scale binding profiles of the four
DNA replication initiation proteins onto a state of transcription minima during
G1, predicted by both the SVD and GSVD data-driven models, and supported by
the most probable associations by ORF annotations, suggests the following
genome-scale correlation between DNA replication and RNA transcription during
the yeast cell cycle, that has not been demonstrated before: The binding of ORC
and MCM proteins during G1, which is known to be required for initiation of
replication at origins of replications across the yeast genome (8), is correlated with
a significant reduction in, or maybe even a shut-down of the transcription of those
ORFs, to which the ORC and MCM proteins bind. This is the first time that a
data-driven mathematical model has been used to make a genome-scale biological
prediction.
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Fig. 1. Mapping of genome-scale datasets onto SVD- and GSVD-cell cycle transcription subspaces.
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Projections of (a) the protein binding dataset (4, 5), (b) the α factor cell cycle expression time course and overexpression of cell cycle regulators,
and (c) the CDC15 cell cycle expression time course (3), onto the two-dimensional SVD cell cycle subspace (1), spanned by the 0-phase
eigenarray along the x-axis and the π/2-phase eigenarray along the y-axis, color coded according to the associations by ORF annotations with
either one of the five cell cycle stages: M/G1 (yellow), G1 (green), S (blue), S/G2 (red) and G2/M (orange). The dashed unit and half-unit circles
outline 100% and 25% of overall array expression or binding information in this SVD cell cycle subspace.
Projections of (d) the protein binding dataset (4, 5), (e) the α factor cell cycle expression time course and overexpression of cell cycle regulators,
and (f) the CDC15 cell cycle expression time course (3), onto the six-dimensional GSVD cell cycle subspace (2), approximated by the twodimensional subspace spanned by the 0-phase along the x-axis and the π/2-phase along the y-axis, color coded according to the associations by
ORF annotations with either one of the five cell cycle stages: M/G1 (yellow), G1 (green), S (blue), S/G2 (red) and G2/M (orange). The dashed unit
and half-unit circles outline 100% and 50% of added-up (rather than cancelled-out) contributions of the six arraylets to the overall projected array
expression or binding information. The arrows describe the projections of the −π/3-, 0-, and π/3-phase arraylets onto this approximated subspace.
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Table 1. Associations of genome-scale protein binding profiles and expression patterns by microarray- and traditional-ORF annotations.

Most likely parallel- and antiparallel-associations by microarray- and traditional-annotations of yeast ORFs as cell cycle regulated (3) of (a) the
binding profiles of cell cycle transcription factors (4), (b) the binding profiles of DNA replication initiation proteins (5), (c) the α factor cell cycle
expression time course, (d) the overexpression of cell cycle regulators, and (e) the CDC15 cell cycle expression time course (3).

